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OMEC F11TS 
A COMPLETE MILLING SYSTEM 

FOR THE PRODUCTION 
 OF DRAWERS 

 
 
 

The CNC-operated F11TS milling  machine has 
been designed to guarantee maximum versatility in 
the machining of drawers and furniture parts. 
 
 

 
 

 
The milling machine is controlled by a CNC system 
that is programmed to give maximum machining 
flexibility and enables operators to modify the 
following parameters (within machining limits): type, 
pitch, number and depth of joints, work-piece size, 
cutting speed, tool feeding speed and 
compensation of tool diameter variation. 
 
All machining data are easily entered by following 
the instructions displayed on the machine monitor. 
The CNC system can save up to 600 different 
machining programmes that can be recalled 
according to the operator’s needs. The graphical 
interface of the machine software is based on drop-
down menus and is designed to load programmes 
directly from the bar code scanner. 
 
The machine output is 120 complete drawers per 
hour. 

 
     

The machine can work with tools of different 
diameter from 6mm to 18mm. It is therefore 
possible to manufacture joints with a very small 
pitch too. It is possible to fit integral Widia tools with 
diamond facing, with or without deburring tool. A 
wide range of the tool feeding speeds allows 
operators to obtain the best results with all types of 
wood and composite materials (hardboard, 
plywood and MDF), avoiding splinters and 
machining burrs.  
The only manual adjustments that need to be done 
concern pushers’ and spindle’s height, and are 
obtained with specially designed adjustments 
screws. The stroke-pieces of vertical work-pieces 
are stationary, whereas horizontal stroke-pieces 
can be adjusted by means of a screw with a special 
position indicator. Stroke-piece position is provided 
directly by the CNC system according to the pitch 
type that is being machined. 
 

 
 

This machine can manufacture different types of 
joints, in particular: dovetails with fixed and variable 
pitch, interrupted joints, pass-through joints with 
rounded male-piece and rectangular male-piece,  
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alternated dovetails, (a small one with a large one), 
drawers’ fronts with stroke-pieces, parallel joints, 
French-style joints, housings for guides fitted on 
drawers’ backs and housings for the mechanical 
coupling of front-pieces.  
 

 

                     

                                         

                   

 
 
 

The machining range offered by this milling 
machine allows applications other than the 
machining of drawers, such as the making of 
hollows on table legs, the machining of sides of 
pieces of furniture, the making of hollows to house 
pins to support furniture shelves, joint-machining of 
bed frames and kitchen hoods.  
 
La fresatrice F11TS è predisposta per il montaggio 
di una serie di attrezzature in modo da consentire 
all’utilizzatore di personalizzare la macchina 
secondo le proprie esigenze anche in tempi diversi 
da quello dell’acquisto. 
 
The following tools are available: 
− Tool for the machining of drawers with curved 

concave/convex fronts and with irregular shapes. 
− Tool for the machining of angle-shaped fronts. 
− Tool for the milling of housings for the mechanical 

coupling of fronts. 
 

− Vacuum unit for the machining of small parts. 
− Bar code scanner. 
 
It is also possible to complete the machine software 
with two optional programmes to manufacture 
hollows on the Y axis (hollows on table legs and 
joint-machining of little wings of pieces of furniture). 
 
 

             

    

        

  

                    
 
 
The speed and simplicity of tool adjustments and 
replacement, as well as the available machining 
programmes, make this milling machine very 
versatile and make it a good tool for the cheap 
manufacture of small and large series of drawers, 
always keeping a high quality standard. 


